GRAND BAROSSA
Château Tanunda, Icon of the Barossa, was established in 1890 and is the site of some of the
Valley’s earliest vines as well as its first winery. The Château is privately owned by the Geber
family who continue a tradition of fine winemaking spanning three centuries.
GRAND BAROSSA epitomizes the international reputation that has made the Barossa region
world famous. “A winemakers dream”, the grapes are hand selected from the rich tapestry
of prime parcels within the Barossa. Excellent soils and exceptional growing conditions
produce reds with rich, full flavours, balanced with delicate oak influences.
A GRAND wine that masterfully delivers Australian flavours with our classic and
refined European style, combining the best of old and new worlds.

GRAND BAROSSA WINEMAKING
Handcrafted using traditional minimalistic winemaking techniques and state
of the art modern basket press technology
House style is elegant and refined, ripe fruit from Barossa that is world
famous, supported by subtle oak and savoury character.
Fermented in small batches to retain sub-regional characters
Gently basket pressed and masterfully blended for consistency of style
Matured in a combination of French American Oaks for 18 months

THE BAROSSA

• Climate similar to Napa Valley, cool wet winters and warm
summers. The Napa of Australia

• Top 5 wine region in the world
• Mediterranean climate, warm on the valley floor and cool at the higher altitudes
in the hills surrounding the valley.

• Variation in soil types from rich brown earth to pristine and pure limestone base
• A community of family growers
• With settlement dating back to the 1840’s, some vines are over 150 years old.
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“Generous, offering a plush mix of blackberry
and blueberry flavours that gain complexity…
Dense, fleshy tannins and a surprising juicy
finish complete the package.”
MaryAnn Worobiec,
Wine Spectator Insider
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“Clean, pure, unpretentious and exquisitely
made, these are must-buys for
a true taste of the Barossa.”
Lisa Perrotti-Brown MW,
Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate

